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Triple Talk™

The Multiple Meaning Photo Card Game
by Clint Johnson, M.A., CCC-SLP and Becky L. Spivey, M.Ed.

Grades 2 & Up • Ages 7 & Up   1. break
 2. brush
 3. cut
 4. fan 
 5. file
 6. hatch
 7. jam

 8. kid
 9. note
 10. pass
 11. play
 12. punch
 13. quarter
 14.  ring

 15. rock
 16. safe
 17. scale
 18. shed
 19. spring
 20. top

 1. buck
 2. cast
 3. check
 4. court
 5. date 
 6. dull
 7. heel

 8. key
 9. light
 10. match
 11. pin
 12. plant
 13. pool
 14. print

 15. seal
 16. space
 17. squash
 18. tie
 19. tip
 20. wave

 1. address
 2. bat
 3. bear
 4. block
 5. burn 
 6. crop
 7. deck

 8. fair
 9. roll
 10. round
 11. run
 12. snap
 13. sole
 14. stall

 15. stand
 16. stick
 17. track
 18. trip
 19. turn
 20. watch

Card Deck 1

Card Deck 2

Card Deck 3

Triple Talk Cards Index
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Triple Talk™ is a fast-paced card game for improving 
vocabulary, comprehension, and reasoning skills by 
presenting students with words that may have different 
meanings based on their context. For example, you 
can swim in a pool, play a game of pool, or pool your 
resources.  

Each of the 60 Word Cards in Triple Talk™ has three 
different corresponding Photo-Definition Card (180 Cards).  
Students listen to/read the Word Card and look to see 
if they have matching Photo-Definition Cards in their 
hands. A student may be holding one, two, or all three 
of the Photo-Definition Cards. The students play as many 
matching Photo-Definition Cards as they have. The first 
student to discard all his/her cards is the winner. 

Triple Talk™ includes
•  Three Decks of 20 Word Cards (60 Cards total)

 •  Three Decks of 60 Photo-Definition Cards 
     (180 Cards total) 

 •  Instruction booklet with game ideas and activities
 •  Sturdy storage tin

Photo-Definition Cards 

Triple Talk™ has three levels of color-coded Photo-
Definition Cards. Level 1 Cards have a definition most 
familiar to students. Levels 2 and 3 gradually increase in 
difficulty by using the words in contexts that may not be as 
familiar to students. The definitions present the words as 
simple nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

Triple Talk™

The Multiple Meaning Photo Card Game
by Clint Johnson, M.A., CCC-SLP and Becky L. Spivey, M.Ed.

Grades 2 & Up • Ages 7 & Up 15. rock
 16. safe
 17. scale
 18. shed
 19. spring
 20. top

 15. seal
 16. space
 17. squash
 18. tie
 19. tip
 20. wave

 15. stand
 16. stick
 17. track
 18. trip
 19. turn
 20. watch

Triple Talk Cards Index
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Game Ideas and Activities
Basic Play

•  To begin, choose a Word Card Deck and a 
corresponding Photo-Definition Deck.

•  Shuffle the Word Cards and deal all the Photo-
Definition Cards to the players. If you have less 
than four players or younger players, use fewer 
cards (10 Word Cards and 30 corresponding Photo-
Definition Cards).

 Three Levels of Difficulty for Photo-Definition Cards
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to trim off excess areas 
of a photo
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to cut hair very short
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a group of plants 

harvested to sell for a profi t

Level 1
Level 2 Level 3
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•  Place the Word Card Deck facedown and turn 
over one card. 

•  Player One looks to see if he/she has any matching 
Photo-Definition Cards.

•  If Player One has any matching cards, he/she  
places them, one at a time, on top of the 

    Word Card.
•  Continue until players place all three 
    corresponding Photo-Definition Cards on top of 

the Word Card. 
•  The player that places the third Photo-Definition 

Card turns over the next Word Card and checks 
to see if he/she has any matching cards and plays 
them at this time.

•  The first player to discard all of his/her cards is the 
winner.

Learn the Definitions
Some students may require assistance learning all 

three definitions. For these students, choose a deck of 
Word Cards. Separate the three levels of corresponding 
Photo-Definition Cards and play the game with 
Level 1 cards only. After students master the definitions 
in the Level 1 cards, add the cards for Level 2, and after 
mastering Level 2 cards, add Level 3.  

Memory Match
Choose ten Word Cards and one matching 

Photo-Definition Card for each. Shuffle the cards and 
arrange facedown in a four-by-five pattern. Player 
One turns over a card, then another card. If both cards 
match, player keeps the cards. If the cards do not match, 
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player turns cards facedown, and the next player takes a 
turn. When all pairs have been matched, the player with 
the most cards wins. Increase difficulty by adding more 
pairs or add a second definition card. Player must then 
flip three matching cards to win the set.

Noun or Verb?

Write sentences on a chart or white board using 
words from the Word Cards. Review the meaning of a 
noun and verb. Teacher reads a sentence—for example, 
“What is your address? In this sentence, is address 
a noun or a verb?” Student responds “Noun,” and 
explains why the word is a noun. “Address is a noun 
because it is a thing that tells where someone lives.” If 
teacher says, “The president of the United States will 
address the nation tonight on television,” the student 
should respond, “Address is a verb because the president 
will speak to a crowd tonight.”  Extend this activity by 
teaching/reviewing adjectives.  Choose Word Cards that 
have a corresponding Photo-Definition Card presenting 
the word as an adjective.  Have students make up 
sentences and read them aloud for the activity.

Nouns and Verbs in Context

Select a number of words from one or all three 
decks. Have the students write a sentence using each 
vocabulary word. Have students share their sentences 
aloud. Ask students in the group to explain how the 
vocabulary word functions in the sentence. Is it a noun, 
verb, or adjective?

Fill in the Blank!

Choose several sets of Word and Photo-Definition 
cards. Display them faceup in rows: Vocabulary Cards 
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followed by their three Photo-Definition Cards. Write 
a number of sentences on a chart or white board and 
leave a blank for a vocabulary word presented on the 
table. For example, “How much fruit can one tree 
____?”(bear) Call on a student to point to the vocabulary 
word that fills in the blank, and then ask the student 
to choose the Photo-Definition Card that presents 
the meaning of the word in its context. If correct, the 
student takes and keeps the Photo-Definition Card. If 
incorrect, call on another student. Student with the 
most card wins. 

Multiple Meanings Jeopardy

Choose a set of Photo-Definition Cards and place 
them facedown on the table. Ask Player One to turn 
over a card. For example, if player turns over a card 
representing “squash,” teacher reads the definition 
card “to flatten by crushing.” Player responds with a 
vocabulary word question, “What is squash?” Teacher 
asks the player to tell if the word is a noun, verb, or 
adjective and explain why. If the player is correct, he/she 
can take the card from the table. Player with the most 
cards wins.

Pick a Card, Any Card

Choose Photo-Definition Cards from any of the three 
decks and spread them out facedown on the table. 
Player One picks a card and turns it over. Player reads 
the definition, recalls the vocabulary word, and then 
makes up a sentence using the vocabulary word in that 
context. If the context of the sentence is correct, player 
earns a point and removes the card from the table.  If 
incorrect, Player Two gives an answer and gets a point if 
the answer is correct. Player with the most points wins.
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Two-in-One Sentences

Choose two vocabulary Word Cards and their three 
Photo-Definition Cards.  Set the timer for an appropriate 
number of minutes for grade level and ability. Have 
students write sentences using both words in their 
correct contexts in the same sentence. Students write as 
many sentences as possible in the time allotted. When 
time is up, students read their sentences aloud, and then 
switch to another pair of words. For extension, have 
students tell whether the vocabulary word is acting as 
a noun, verb, or adjective in each sentence and explain 
why. Use this game to extend teaching verb tenses and 
identifying words acting as adjectives.

Teaching Figurative Language Using Triple Talk™

After becoming familiar with the vocabulary 
presented in Triple Talk™, use the words and their 
literal meanings with other lessons in the curriculum to 
introduce and teach students about figurative language.  
Figurative language used in a sentence means 
something besides its literal meaning. 

Figurative language makes reading more interesting 
and provides a way to imagine and find deeper meanings 
of words in different contexts. For example, once 
students understand bear means “a ferocious animal,” 
“to produce fruit,” or “carry something while moving 
it,” they can begin to generalize the meanings of bear 
in similes, metaphors, idioms, and figurative language. 
“I eat like a bear when I’m hungry!” (simile) “Mom is a 
bear when she wakes up in the morning.” (metaphor) 
“Dad says his money tree will only bear wooden 
nickels!”(idiom) ”Only a mule can bear as many books as 
I do back and forth to school.”(figuratively speaking)
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